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andcompressive(]j <0) stressstateswhichisnot possibleusing
theclassicalstrengththeoriesof Tresca(maximumshearstress)

ABSTRACT andvon Mises (octahcdraishearstress)[3]. The new theory
A new multiaxial strength theory incorporatingthree was previouslyshownby the author to providesignificantly

independentstressparameterswasdevelopedand reportedby improvedcreep-rupturelifepredictionsin testsof Type 304[1]
the author in 1984. It was formally incorporated into ASME and 316 [2] stainless steel conducted under constant-load
Code Case N47.29 in 1990. The new theory provided conditions at 593 and 600.C respectively. During 1990 the

significantlymoreaccuratestress-rupturelife predictionsthan theorywasincorporatedintoASME CodeCaseN47 [4] for use
obtained using the classical theories of von Mises, Tresca, and in computing creep.rupture damage and life in elevated
Rankine (maximumprincipalstress),for Types 304 and 316 temperaturecomponents.In the currentpaper the accuracies
stainlesssteel tested at 593 and 600"C respectivelyunder ofboth the newandclassicaitheoriesare assessedforprcdicting
different biaxial stress states. Additional results for Inconel 600 creep-rupture life in biaxial tests of annealed Inconel 600

specimens tested at 816"C under tension.tension and tension- conducted under constant-load conditions at 816"C in argon.
compressionstressstatesare presentedin this paper andshow Prior investigationsof multiaxial creep.rupture behavior
a factor of approximately2.4 reduction in the scatterof includethe worksof ChubbandBolton[5], Kennedy,Harms,
predicted versusobservedlivesas compared to the classical andDouglas[6],SdobyrcvasreferencedbyRabotnov[7],Davis
theoriesof von Mists andTrescaand a factor of about 5 as [8], Johnson,Henderson,and Khan [9], Rowe, Stewart,and
comparedto the Rankinetheory. A key featureof the theory, Burgess[10], Abe El Ata and Finnie [11], Hayhurst [12],
which incorporatesthe maximumdcviatoricstress,the first Anderson,Atkins, and Shavely [13], Hayhurst, Lecide, and
invariantof the stresstensor,andthe secondinvariantof the Morrison [14], and others. Manjoine [1!] has similarly
dcviatoricstresstensor,isits abilityto distinguishbetweenlife investigatedthe stress-stateproblem and has provided a
under tensileversuscompressivestressstates, summarywith discussionsof selectedstrengththeorieswhich

havebeenproposedovertheyears.Rowe,et al.andAnderson,
ctai. investigatedcreeprupturein tubesof Types304 and316INTRODUCTION

A new multiaxialstrengththeorywasdevelopedby the author stainlesssteel underbiaxialtension-tensionstressstates.The
and initiallyreported in 1984[1] with an additionalassessment classicaltheoriesof von Mises,Tresca,and Rankinediffer by
reported in 1992 [2]. The theory incorporatesfour stress lessthan - 15percentforthesestressstates.Chubb,ct al.and
parameters which can Ix: formulated from the three Kennedy,et al. investigatedcreeprupture in tubesof Type 316
independentstressparameters:maximumdeviatoricstress(Sl), stainlesssteel and Inconel respectively,under both biaxial
the first stressinvaP_ant(]_), and the seconddeviatoricstress tension-tensionand compression-tensionstressstates thus
invariant(./2"). The theorydistinguishesbetweentensile(l l>0) coveringan areaof stressspacewheregreaterdifferencesexist

'Work performedby OakRidgeNationalLaboratoryfor theU.S. __ [_'_,Departmentof EnergyundercontractDE.AC05-84OR21400with
MartinMariettaEnergySystems.
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betweenthe Rankinetheoryascomparedto theTrescaandvon
Mises theories.Choiceof a beststrengththeory in theseand =V_--_2
most of the previouslyreferencedinvestigationstended to be
both materialand temperaturedependentwith ali threeof the
pre_ously noted classicaltheoriesselectedas being the best
candidate for at least one test material and one test

Ji
temperature. The classicaltheoriesali pre, dea relativelypoor Sa=o=- u (4)
fit to the data for compression-tensionstressstates. 3

Several key investigationswhich have provideda baseof
mechanisticsupport for the currentwork are thoseof Cane
[16], Speightand Be.ere[17], BeereandSpeight[18], Hellan
[19], and Dyson [20]. In particular Cane's publication was very =°t-o_
useful. Cane, in referencing the other cited authors' work,
summarizes the stages of fracture by the classical grain
boundary cavitation process as being the production of cavity and
nuclei (Stage I), the deformation of stable cavities and their

growth to produce discretecracks (Stage II), and linkageof S,=¢o_+a_+o_ (3)
discretecracksto producefinalfracture(StageIII). In termsof
continuum mechanicsvariables,Canerelatesthe stressstate
dependenceof theseprocessesto the von Mises equivalent
stress, a, the hydrostaticstress,Jft3, the maximum principal

stress, ct, and the maximum dcviatoric stress, Sz. In =J(_'=+.hhn,.,-
development of the author's strength theory, these same stress
parameters, when appropriately formulated, have resulted in
significantly improved life predictions relative to the three
previously noted classical theories.

The balance of this paper summarizes the improved strength =,t/"_-_.
theory, the experimental Inconel 600 creep-rupture data on

I = .,.

which the current theory assessments are based, assessment
results, and some brief conclusions.

STRENGTH THEORY =_/3J=".J,
For a multiaxialstressstatewith orderedprincipal stresses

at> az>a _, the new strength theory defines the uniaxially
equivalent stress as

° 3s'=i )

and

where 11 = 1st invariant of the stress tensor,
12 = 2hd invariant of the stress tensor,

Jt=01+o2+o3 (2) J2"= 2hd invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor,
St = maximum deviatoric stress,
a = von Mises equivalent stress,
o,=, = normal stress on octahedral plane, and

= 3o,= ,)'oa= shearstresson octahedralplane.

For a = 1.0,the newtheory reducesto the form

_=Vr[(o_o2),+(o=_(,_)=+(o_o,)=_ (4)
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o=; e_[t,U,/s,-t)] (6) o, _p.r, .r, __),,
\(3 'a'3 ,,

. ' ' ' ' J ' ' J J " .............................................. _ J / / _ .................... ' " ' ' J J J ' ' J ' _ _ _ '

. .'"' B ...'" ii

which removesany dependenceof o, on maximumdeviatoric ........... ::
stress, Sz, while maintaining dependence on the hydrostatic T"...................................,.i,._,d=...o__.r / ) ,
stress component, 1t (or octahedral normal stress), and the / 7"--f
oetahedral shear stress, J2" (or _. Parameters _',Jt, and S, are ./ / _-k>cu=ot i
ali stress invariants (i.e., can be expressed in terms of the 97 / f,Jlur__n_ ::
principal invariants of the stress tensor), o tor¢onttaa :r1 1

The invariant stress parameters in the new theory (./z, S,, and I_
arc graphically illustrated in Fig. 1. Parameters a and b are

constants which can vary slightlyfrom material to material. For i
best life predictions, the constants can be determined by a least. P"11( •

..."

range of stress states. A minimum of two test points are ........
required to fit the constants a and b in Eq. 1, with the ..........,_,,,o,+o=+o,

recommended tests being one torsion and one equal biaxial ......................................... s,-_o_+ o==+o|-
tension test, or a minimum of one test is required to fit the o,
constantb in Eq. 6 with the recommendedtestbeing a pure FIG. 1 GEOMETRIC REPRESENTA:I'ION OF NEW
torsiontest. Stressparametersincorporatedin the newtheory STRENGTH MODEL STRESS PARAMETERS
have been shown by Cane and othersto correlatewith the
mechanisticcreep-ruptureprocessesofcavityformation,growth,
linkage,and failure [1, 16-20]. with the usual design approach, constantsAo and Az are

Five materials(two ferriticsteelsand threenickel.basealloys) definedbya least.squaresfit of Eq.7 to baselineuniaxialcreep-
have been studied to date and have been found to have rupture data. lt is then assumedthat a complex multlaxial
somewhat universal values of a and b for creep-rupture life stress state can be reduced mathematically, through the
predictions. Results for Types 304 and 316 stainless steel, "strength theory" (Eq. 1 or Eq. 6) to a uniaxially equivalent
Inconel 600, modified 9 Cr-1 Mo steel, and 2 1/4 Cr.1 Mo steel value _, such that the uniaxial correlation (Eq. 7) in
have indicated that parameter a tends to have a value in the conjunction with the equivalent stress from Eq. 1 (or Eq. 6) can
range of 0.85-1.10 with 1.0 being a good universal value to use be used to predict the failure time for a component under a
in the absence of data to define a "best fit" value. A value of complex multiaxial stress state. For the assessments presented
a = 1.0 also assures one that the shape of the "prismatic" 3-D in this paper, it is assumed that the time required to initiate a
isochronous failure surface in oz , ez, oj space will be circular crack is approximately equal to the rupture time for the biaxial
in planes of constant l t similar to contours for the von Miser, tubular test specimens.
strength theory. Parameter b tends to havea value in the 0.15-
0.30 range for the previously noted materials. The value of b MATERIALAND SPECIMEN
determines the appropriate magnitude of the hydrostatic-stress Assessments of the strength theories reported in thispaper are
effect in the strength theory, thus determines differences in based on test results for annealed Inconel 600 as reported by
equivalent stress and life under tensile (Iz>0) versus Kennedy, Harms, and Douglas [6]. The nominal composition
compressive (I z<0) stress states. The author has found that life of the Inconel 600 material utilized in their tests was 80 Ni-15
predictions made using the new strength theory are significantly Ct-5 Fe. Their tubular specimens were nominally 21.4-mm
better than predictions made using the previouslynoted classical inside diameter, 1.52-mm wall thickness, and 63.5-mm gage
theories both when the optimum constants a and b are used length.
and also when the universal values of a=l.00 and b=0.24 are
used. EXPERIMENTALDATA

In general, time to creep-rupture, t,, is approximately linear Tests reported by Kennedy ct al. were conducted in argon at
in log (time) versus log (stress) space and was, therefore, 816"C under constant-load conditions. Uniaxial tests were
represented for the pu_ of this paper by the equation conducted using the same tubular specimen design as used for

their biaxial tests. Four tests were conducted under a pure axial
load to produce uniaxial tension in the tube. Three tests were

log(t,)=Ao+Atlog(o' ) (7) conducted under a combination of axial compression and
internalpressurewhich produced a "pure"hoop stress with zero
axial stress. These seven tests provided the data for

where o, denotes the "uniaxiallyequivalent"stress. Consistent development of a baseline "uniaxial"stress rupture correlation

3 [ R. L Hu_t_,_ I



(i.e. the small radial stress in the "pure" hoop stress tests was TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF BIAXIAL STRESS-RUPTURE
ignored). The biaxial tests of Kennedy et al. were performed DATA FOR ANNEALED INCONEL 600 TESTED AT
under combinations of axial load (tension and compression) and 816"C
internal pressure. Their stress rupture results, from some 45

tests, are summarized in Table 1. Since the seven "uniaxial" Te_t o Specimen
tests were conducted usinga tubular spe_men rather than a R ,_..ce a= oe or t f
conventional uniaxial solid barspecimen, these sevendata points No. at Loading
were included in the biaxial data set used for strength theory (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (h) Mode ""

assessments. 1 0.00 41.370 0.000 0.000 180.0 AT
To use the individualbiaxial test data in Table 1 to objectively 2 0.00 41.870 0.000 0.000 8,_0.2 AT

assess stress state effects, the effects of material and testing S 0.00 27,50O 0.000 0.000 2140.0 AT
variability should be minimized. As was done in the author's 4 0.00 20.e,sS 0.000 0.000 4400.6 AT
prior publications [1,2], an "averaged biaxial data set" was 5 0.17 41.370 8,805 -0.400 24,0.0 AT&P
created from the data in Table 1. This was accomplished by 6 0.25 27.580 8,805 -0.400 1840,0 AT & P
linearly averaging, in log (stress)versus log (rupture time) space, 7 0.50 41,870 20.(_5 -1.478 231.0 AT & P

8 0.50 54,475 17,238 -1,227 1_5.0 AT & P
each subset of the biaxiai test data having the same stressstate

0 0.50 27.580 13,700 -0.g7g' _2.0 AT & P
(i.e., the same biaxiai stressratio, R =ae/o,). This reduced the 10 0.50 27.580 13.700 -0.g7g 1_,0.0 AT&P
45 data in Table 1 to the 20 data points summarized in Table 11 0.50 20.885 10.340 -0.738 3_30,0 AT & P
2 with only one representativepoint for each independent stress 12 0.87 41.370 27.580 -1.i_.=, 317.0 AT & F
slate. 13 0.75 27.580 20.685 -1.478 717.0 AT & P

A least-squares fit of the linear stress-rupture equation (Eq. 14 1.00 41.870 41.370 -2.044 : 91.2 AT & P
7) to the seven uniaxial data in Table 1 resulted in the baseline 15 1.IX) 27.580 27,580 -1._ 040.0 AT & P
uniaxial stress-rupture correlation given by:. 18 1.00 20.885 20,(_5 -1.478 2785.8 AT & P

17 1.00 20.685 20.885 -1,478 3124.0 AT & P
le 1._.0 54.475 41.370 .2._44 154,0 AT & P

1og(t,)=9.1830-4.3034 log(o) (8) lt 1._k_ 20.885 27.580 -1.085 801.3 AT & P
20 1._=0 27.580 41.370 -2.eN4 128,0 AT & P
21 1.60 17.2_8 27.580 -1.065 1_.0 AT & P
22 1,71 24.138 41.370 -2._14 125.3 AT & P

Since the "pure" hoop stress rupture data tended to form a 23 1.85 22.400 41.370 -2AM4 108.2 AT&P
stress rupture line falling below (i.e., shorter lives) the axial 24 2.00 20.e8_ 41.370 -2._M4 70.0 AT & P
tension data, a lot-centered fitting technique was used to 25 2.00 20.885 41.870 -_;._,4 85.0 AT&P
determine the slope of the uniaxial line in Eq. 8. Using this 2fl 2.00 13.700 27.580 .1._ _0.0 AT & P

technique, the average value of log(t,) and log(o) for each 27 2.00 10.343 20,685 -1.478 1872,0 AT&P
subset (i.e. each lot of data) wassubtracted from the individual 28 4.00 10.343 41.370 -2.044 160.0 AT & P
data values for the lot. A least-squares fit of the resulting 20 4.00 10.84_ 41.370 -2._14 lg0.7 AT &PSO 4.00 8,895 27.580 -1._,S _8.8 AT & P
combined data sets determined the "lot-centered slope" 31 4.00 8.805 27.580 -1.085 ¢S7.0 AT&P
representing ali the fitted data. The intercept constant, 9.1830, _ 4.00 5.171 20.885 -1.478 1811.g AT & P
was then determined by forcing the stressrupture line with the 38 == 0.000 41.370 .2.t_,4 08.0 AT & P
lot-centered slope to pass through the centroid of the total _4 == 0.000 27.580 -1._ 548.0 AT & P
uniaxial data set (i.e., through the average log(t,) and average sS == 0.000 20.885 -1.478 1_,0 AT & P
log(o) point for the total uniaxial data set). The resulting data _ -0.25 .55.180 13.700 -0.070 1_.0 AC & P
correlation is given in Eq. 8 and is plotted in Fig. 2. 37 -1.00 .41.370 41.$70 -2.044 47.8 AC & P

38 -1.00 .27,580 27.580 -1.g(15 235.0 AC & P
RESULTS _ -1.00 -20.885 20.885 -1,478 1290.0 AC & P

As in the author's two prior publications [1,2], results of the 40 -2.00 -20.685 41.370 .2.¢44 80.2 AC & P
assessmentof the new versus the classical strength theories are 41 -2.00 .20.ffi55 41.370 -2._4 154.0 AC & P
summarized in four comparative forms: (1) standard 2-D biaxial 42 -2.00 -13.700 27.560 -1.9(55 308.0 AC & P
isochronous stress-rupture contours; (2) polar plots ofdeviations _ -2.00 .10.843 20.ffi_5 -1.470 1221.0 AC & P
in the ratio of predicted-to-observed life as a function of stress 44 -4.00 .8.805 27,580 -1.065 470.$ AC& P
slate showing which stressstates result in the bestand worst life 45 -4.00 .8.805 27.5,50 -1.065 668.4 AC& P

predictions; (3) the usual logarithmic stressversus rupture time
correlations; and (4) a statistical asse,_ment of the new and * Source: Kennedy,Harm.e,end Douglas, Ref.8

classical theories partitioning the total error between predicted *" AT = _a_ t=ns_on

and observed life into a strength theory error, which AC - axialoompre_ion
is dependent on stress state, and a random error, which is
attributed to material and testing variability. P = Internalpruaure

4 [ R. L llu_ I



TABLE 2 AVERAGED BIAXIAL STRESS-RUPTURE DATA 2.0 uNNALDATA, 811_C _

o f ---..1,8

Specimen
I_Ut R= % o= oe or tr F _ " "_--"

Subeet o= Loading "' [_ ."_L,.,,,,,._ • "_. .

No. (MPa) (MP=) (MP=) (h) Mode "* i 1'8l _ _" _ _" _ "_ "

1 o.oo 51., 0.00o 0.0oo8..,,5.7'AT I = * -"
2 0.17 41.570 5.896 -0.490 249.0 AT & P I _" _ -. _,P",,,_e

S 0.25 27.580 0.805 -0.480 1840.0 AT & P I- " _
4 0,50 29,620 14.7(t4 -1,04,8 083,7 AT & P I _ L LOG_T,_,- 9.18.30-4,3034LOG(o ) _ _ _ -,, Ft.Oa l ._:t ". toj -- _....

5 0.67 41.570 27.580 .1.905 817.0 AT & P

0 0.75 27.580 20.685 -1.470 717.0 AT & P

7 1,00 26.432 20.432 .1.886 847.2 AT & P 1.0
8 1.20 84,475 41.370 -2,944 134.0 AT & P 1,8 2.2 2,6 3 3.4 3,0

9 1.53 20.685 27,580 -1,9(_5 00t .3 AT & P LOG[RUPTURETIME(h)]
10 1,50 27,580 41,870 -2,944 128.0 AT & P
11 1.00 17.238 27.580 -1,_$5 _.O AT & P FIG 2 BASELINE UNIAXlAL STRESS VERSUS RUPTURE
12 1.71 24,183 41,870 -2._14 125,5 AT & P TIME DATA

15 1.85 22.400 41.870 -2.944 106.2 AT& P
14 2.00 15.710 81.431 -2._,42 289.9 AT & P

values. Since the values of constants a and b for Inconel were
15 4.00 7.655 50.(_t0 -2.184 403.0 AT & P almost identical for the three cases where (1) optimum values
10 ,0 0,000 26.0_k_ -2,048 440.4 AT & P of both a and b were obtained from a least-squares fit, (2) the

17 -0.25 -50,100 18,790 -0,g7g 158.0 AC&P value of a=l.00 was assigned and b obtained from a least-

10 -1.00 .28.684 26.084 .2.040 245.5 AC & P squares fit, and (3) universal values of a = 1.00 and b =0.24 were
l g -2.00 .15.717 81.434 .2.240 251.0 AC & P assigned (no fit), only the optimum values of a=0.9984 and
20 -4.00 -0.895 27.500 .1.905 5(R5.0 AC & P b=0.2481 were used for the assessments summarized in this

paper.
• Source: Kennedy, Harme,and Douglas, Rof.0

• " AT = axial tlnelon Isochronous Stress-Rupture Contour
AC = axial compression Biaxial isochronousstress-rupture contours for both the new
P -Int=mal pre0eure and the classicalstrength theories are shown in Fig. 3. Each

averaged data point from Table 2 was shifted along a stress

A nonlinear least-squares fit (based on Eq. 7) of the new rupture line of slope Aj=-4.3034 (i.e., slope of the uniaxial

theory (Eq. 1) to the averaged Inconel data set in Table 2 stressrupture line, from Eq. 8) to a common rupture time, and
resulted in "optimum" valuesa=0.9984 and b=0.2481. These the resulting isochronousbiaxiai stresspoint plotted in Fig. 3.
constants were used for assessments1-4 noted above. For One can see that the new theory fits the Inconel data
assessment 4 two other sets of constantswere also evaluated significantlybetter than the classicaltheories in the secondand
The second set of constantsconsistedof the assignedvalue of fourth quadrantsfor the tension-compressionstressstates. This
a= 1.00 and the value of b=0.2480 obtained from a nonlinear wasalso true for the 304 and 316 stainlesssteel resultsreported

least-squares fit of Eq. 7 to the averaged biaxial data set in previously. In the first quadrant, neither the classicalstrength
Table 2. The third set consisted of the assigned values of theories or the new theory represent the data very accurately.
a = 1.00 and b =0.24, which the author has used as universal The data trend in the first quadrant for biaxial stress ratios in

constants in the two prior papers [1,2], since they were not the range 2<oe/(7=<** does not follow the usual data trend
fitted to the material data sets. The accuracy of the new theory [1,2]. lt is possible that instability may have influenced the data,

is not highly sensitive to small changes in these values, however no attempt was made by the author to investigate the
Constants of a=1.0859 and b=0.2893 were previously instability problem. Internal pressure also results in tube
determined for annealed Type 304 stainle_.s steel [1] and values diameter growth during a test which continuously alters the
of a =0.8631 and b =0.2058 previously de'.ermined for annealed biaxial stress ratio during the test. This was not taken into

Type 316 stainless steel [2]. The universal values of a= !.0 and account in the correlations developed in this paper. The data
b =0.24, although not optimum values, still result in significantly trend in quadrant 1 of Fig. 3, if real, would indicate significant

better life predictions for Types 304 and 316 stainless steel and anisotropy in Inconel 600 since the contour is not symmetrical
Inconel 600 than the classical theories; However, life predictions about a 45* line. The agreement demonstrated by Types 304

were not quite as accurate as obtained using the alloy-specific and 316 stainless steel in quadrants 1, 2, and 4, as reported in
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FIG. 3 BIAXIAL ISOCHRONOUS STRESS-RUPTURE /_-_3_
CONTOUR FOR INCONEL 600

the author's two previous publications [!,2], was significantly 304 SSS_3oC
better than is demonstrated in Fig. 3 for the Inconel data. I

The 3-D isochronous rupture surface for Inconel 600 has a
geometric "bottle shape" similar to that reported previouslyfor Oo'= UNIAXlALTENSILEVALUE
Type 304 stainless steel and reproduced in Fig. 4 [1]. The
bottle shape indicates larger stresses under compressive stress
states than under tensile stress states for the same rupture time.

FIG. 4 THREE-DIMENSIONAL ISOCHRONOUSSTRESS-

Polar Plolls RUPTURESURFACE FORTYPE 304 STAINLESSSTEEL
Polar plots provide an excellent means for displaying

deviations between predicted and observed life as a function of
the biaxial stress state. Plots of this type, based upon the quadrant). The Rankine theory provided significant life

averaged data set in Table 2, are given in Figs. 5-8 for the new overpredictions under some T-C stress states while providing a
and classical strength theories. The ratio of predicted-td- significant life under prediction for at least one T-C stress state.
observed rupture time is plotted radially in logarithmic scale The trends demonstrated in the first quadrant (for T-T stress
with the plot axes and angle mapping the principal stress axes states) were somewhat similar for ali the strength theories with
in the tubular specimen wall. For each biaxial test, the tangent the new theory being slightly better at reducing the data scatter.
of angle, O, in the polar plot is equal to the biaxial stress ratio Overall, these general trends which were observed in Inconel
in the specific test. For a perfect strength theory the data are very similar to the trends previously observed and reported
would fall on a circle of radius 10° (i.e., predicted life equals by the author for Type 304 and 316 stainless steel•
observed life). A circle (labeled as SM-20), denoting a safety
margin of 20 on life (approximate safety margin in AppendixT _'essq_uptum PIo_
of ASME Code _ N-47 [3]), is placed on each plot for Stress versus rupture time correlations for the new and the
reference. Similarly, a circle (labeled OCM-5) is shown on each three classical strength theories are given in Figs. 9-12. These
plot and denotes an arbitrarily selected margin of 5 on life as a plots compare predicted specimen lives to observed lives for ali
reference for overly conservative design• the biaxialdata summarized inTable 1. Since these correlations

A comparison of the four polar plots shows that the new are based on individual test results rather than on the averaged
theory (Fig. 5) did an excellent overall job of modeling stress- data set (Table 2), they encompass the total scatter due to
state effects in Inconel 600 both in terms of a lack of excessive inaccuracy of the strength theory in precisely predicting stress-
conservatism and minimum erosion of a safety margin of 20 on state effects as well as the scatter introduced by material and
life (i.e., the points ali fall close to the 10° circle). In testing variability. The baseline uniaxiai stress-rupture
comparison, both the Tresca and the von Mises theories (Figs. correlation (Eq. 8) is shown on each plot as a solid line and
6 and 7 respectively) gave highlyconservative life predictions for represents the predicted life line. The individual data are
biaxial tension-compression (T-C) stress states (i.e., in second plotted in each figure. Each plot contains one dashed and two

quadrant) and were also slightly less accurate than the new dotted lines. The dashed line is a least-squares fit of the biaxial
theory for tension-tension (T-T) stress states (i.e., in first data in Table 1, based on the specific strength theory noted in

!
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TRESCA THFORY RANKINE THEORY
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the plot, assuming the bi_.,'.iailine has the same slope A_ as the theories. The total "range of scatter"isobtained bydividing the
uniaxial (solid) baseline. The two dotted lines represent .,2 upper bound life by the lower bound life (i.e., by multiplyingthe
statistical standard errors (denoted as =2 Sy) relative to the two factors on the dotted lines given in each plot).
dashed (biaxial) line. The dashed and dotted lines thus For these analyses the Sy for each strength theory was
represent, respectively, the observed mean biaxial behavior and computed using the standard statistical equation
the scatter bounds within which about 95°,:0of the biaxial data
shouldfall. The scatterbounds,althoughsymmetricrelativeto

the biaxial(dashed)lineare asymmetricrelativeto thepredicted S,=_ SSQvDev (9)(uniaxial, solid) line. Eachof the scatterboundscan thus be
represented as a factor on life relative to the predicted life line
(i.e., a factor above or belowthe predictedlife). Thesefactors
are notedon eachplotto facilitatea comparisonof thestrength
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v =N-k (12) _j
, ,,, ,.. i ,

y;I y,,. =,
N is the total numberof data,andk isthe numberof material y=LOG(t,)
parameters (constants) obtained from the least-squaresfit.
Sincethe slopeof the biaxialline isassumedto be the sameas FIG. 13 STATISTICALMODEL PARAMETERS
the uniaxiai line, only the biaxial line intercept constant was
fitted along with the constants in the strength theory. For the
classical theories no constants were fitted, thus only the biaxial data, the model can be expressed by the following equation and
line intercept constant was fitted to the data, giving v = N.1. is depicted graphically in Fig. 13:
For the new theory, ff both parameters a and b were fitted
along with the biaxial line intercept, then v = N-3, whereas if
parameter a was fixed as 1.0 and only b fitted, then v = N.2. y#=Ao+Alxc+gj.¢U (13)

From the stress versus rupture time correlationsgiven in Figs.
9-12, it is apparent that the new strength theory is more
accurate than the three classical theories in predicting life and, The first two terms (,4o+,41 xo.) in Eq. 13 are _be uniaxia!_y
therefore, in reducing data scatter. The data scatter range for predicted part of y0.. Parameter _ represents the error due to
the new theory is 6.26 as compared to ranges for the classical inaccuracyof the strength theory for subset j. The last term
theories of 14.85 (Tresca), 15.20 (von Mises), and 30.83 represents the random error which is ascribed to material and

(Rankine). For these data, the new theory, thus, reduced the testingvariability. The standard error, Sp determined from the
scatter by a factor of about 2.4 on liferelativeto the von Mises random error values, c#, was calculated in the usual manner
and Trcsca theories, which are the two most wide_ used ac_rding to the equation
strength theories used in high-temperature structural design
codes.

P kx,inaofErr= £ (14)
lt is of interest to partition the total error between predicted Sy= /.i e.,

and observedlife intotwocomponents,onedueto error inthe N'-k
strengththeory and theseconddueto randomscatterwhichis
attributed to materialandtestingvariability.A statisticalmodel
[linearin log(stress)vs log (rupturetime) space]wasusedfor whereN-k denotesthenumberof degreesof freedom. To be
this purpose. The model will be briefly described after which statisticallycorrect, twoor more data points are needed at each
the results will be presented, stress state in order to estimate the average behavior and

The total biaxiai data set (Table 1)consisting of N data points partition the total error into theory and random components.
is partitioned into m subsets withthe data in each subset having There are only nine data subsets of this type in Table 1. These
the same stressstate. Each subset,j, hasni datapoints. The ninesubsetswere usedin calculatingSy. This providedN=34
centroid(averagelog) of the nj data in subsetj is denotedas points. The valueof k wasdeterminedbythe totalnumberof
(_.,_j.). lt is assumed that the biaxiaidata in each suL-w,ct falls constants fitted in Ex].13. The ccntroid (_j,_j) of each of the
along a unique stress-rupture line having the same slope, Ai, as nine data subsets was fitted. There were no fitted constants in
the uniaxial data correlation, Eq. 8. Given these assumptions, the classicalstrength theories, however, twoconstants (a andb)
which can be shown to be valid for the present were previously fitted for the new strength model. Since these



TABLE 3 SUMMARY OF STATISTICAL RESULTS (stress)vslog(rupture time) space,the antilogsof theresulting
PARTmONING RUPTURE.TIMEERRORAT EACH STRESS ayand Sr values are summarized in Table 3 and represent
STATEINTOSTRENGTHTHEORYANDRANDOMSCATTER factorsonlife. Analysisresultsindicatethat the randomerror
(MATERIALAND TESTING)ERROR COMPONENTS (i.e., t2S7 which was attributed to material and testing

STATISTICAL ANALY$18RESULTSFOR variabliity)introduceda factor of ~ !.86 (as a multiplieror as
a divider)on life. Factorson life dueto strength.theoryerror

R- BIAXIAL STRENGTHTHEORYSHOWN= (antilogof _.) are stress-statedependentaswasobviousfromANGLE.....

Oe O" '- NEW VONMISES TRESCA RANh0NE FIGS. 5-8. The further the factorssummarizedin Table 3
o--_" =, ='+am) =, *+==h ,, a+=lb, * =,+=lh deviatefrom 1.0, the #cater the strength.theoryerror. For

lo lo lo lo 10 lo lo lO stressstatesin the tension-compressionquadrantthesefactors
...... were significantlygreater than the factors associatedwith

_:.oo .... o10 ii,sn. =._. 1,_ 2,9o . 1,,_. 2,go !._ 2.Qo materialand testing variability. Considering the results in Table
9.1r........o.7 !l.z_,..2:_ 1.1!..._.o't,_.,_.2._....1._ .=.Ta__. 3 asawhole(i.e., divide the mostconservativefactor by the
0,25 14.0 [1,eO 2,97 1.30 2.41 2,06 3,84 _,91 3.56
biso.....2-e.e;11i7"2,i_ 0,65"-01_-'11Sr"2.=='l._"//isl- mostnoneonservativcf,_ctorforeach theory),thenthe new
i).-_ .... _.8 1,¢e_,_ ;m__,s3-';t._" 412i 'i"_ a_sl .... strength theory provided the least range of crror (13.1) foUowed

"_i,--_-"i_19 o,.__..o:_ o._i,o,._o 0:-__-_.01so.,o:r_i0.4o-= by the Rankine (40.3), Tresca (44.3), and von Miser, (53.9)
_.oo _.o l._ 2,ao o,_ o.sa o,w o.ss o._ o.ao theories in tl_at order.

i.-33......_.l 0._ 01,,2-"0;,_ "0.30 6,_ -0._ o_e="o.-34- CONO.I._IONS

ili._o -i_,3 0._ i01_ "oiei10,33 ii_i_ i ?i_ 0.70 i0141 " The new multiaxial stress-rupture strength theory resulted in
l_eO ._.0.0.Ts. 0:__. o.s3.0._ 0,_ .o,so 0_ o.37 significantlyimproved life predictions for specimens of anncaled
._!:_71..... _.7 o,77.0.(1 .o:sa. 0,_ .1..00.1,_ o,?s 0:_ Inconel 600 tested at 816"C in argon under different bi.axial
1,aS el,e o.ea 0.:_ 0._ o,25 o,65 0,,_ o,eo 0.:_ stress states. The improvement for Inconel was not as great
2100......_4 O.Sl _ 01__ 01ri_ 0.__,_i01_ and as dramatic as reported earlier for Types 304 and 316

_4,_ 70:0 o,e_.o,_ ,o,r_.o,=o o:_..0,4o 0'_ .0.__ stainless steel, however the improvement was still uite=m 90.0 0.80 0.3_ 0.65 0.35 0.74 0.40 0.56 0.30
......_--- significant. The scatter in stress vs rupture time data was

--b_ lO4.0 01=6"01Sl el= ',17._'_ ¢._ ',_.g_"13._ _ reduced by a factor oi about 2.4 (on life) relative to scatter for
-il.00" ii_.0 1.04 -1-._ _.l_ "_._,° s.-_ "_'_:_'i013o_ the theories of Mises and Tresea and by a factor of about 5._.00 l S,a.4 o._a 0.4s 1._ _._ =.s3 (.s_ 0._ o.z_
_41ob....i_io o.-aO0.4o'i,le2?le 1._2_e_"01_ o.a= relativeto the Rankine theory. As wasfound in the earlier

paperson304 and316 stainlesssteel,theoryerrors,ay,for the
• Number=>1.0 IndlcalaIlt'eunderpredl¢_n(¢onm_vatlve) new theory tendedto Ix: about the same magnitudefor the

<l.oo Indicat_Ii_ owrpredletlon(non-¢onNrvatve) variousbia_al stressstatesevaluatedwhereaserrors for the
$_ ala'tl_al alandatderror oomputed (_'om_rsndom _'ror_, ¢1, classical theories tended to be significant_ larger in the T-C

for_ _o',albtaxlaJda_ nt InTable1 quadrant of stress space than in the T-T quadrant.
-- 0.1349(10=eY-1.86)
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